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QUESTION 1

Which command will print to standard out only the lines that do not begin with # (pound symbol) in the file foobar? 

A. /bin/grep ^# foobar 

B. /bin/grep -v ^# foobar 

C. /bin/grep #$ foobar 

D. /bin/grep -v #$ foobar 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are compiling some software from source. After running ./configure with the appropriate arguments and no errors,
what is the next command to run? 

A. make 

Correct Answer: A 

The purpose of the make utility is to determine automatically which pieces of a large program need to be recompiled,
and issue the commands to recompile them. example C programs, since they are most common, but you can use make
with any programming language whose compiler can be run with a shell command. In fact, make is not limited to
programs. You can use it to describe any task where some files must be updated automatically from others whenever
the others change. 

To prepare to use make, you must write a file called the makefile that describes the relationships among files in your
program, and the states the commands for updating each file. In a program, typically the executable file is updated from
object files, which are in turn made by compiling source files. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are having problems with a particular font and you want to see if its directory is included in XF86Config. Which
section contains this information? 

A. Paths 

B. Fonts 

C. Files 

D. Graphics 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following commands can be used to instruct the init process to switch runlevels? (Choose TWO correct
answers) 

A. telinit 

B. initctl 

C. init 

D. reinit 

E. runlevel 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What single command (no options or arguments) can be used to fully extract a file called abc.tar.bz2? 

A. gzip 

B. gunzip 

C. tar 

D. bz2unzip 

Correct Answer: C 
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